Welcome to the last Newsletter of the year 2020. This year will go
down in the books as the year that wasn't. Due to the pandemic most car
shows and cruises were cancelled and many Americans as well as VW enthusiasts found themselves out of work at least temporarily.
The more hardy of us rolled up our shirt sleeves and took advantage of the
extra time to work on our cars and even our garage work spaces. We took
social distance driving cruises and had car gatherings that had to be called
protests to enjoy.
I do feel this year will be talked about for years to come. Many lost loved
ones, the mental suffering from being cooped up in the house and the general worry brought on by the government and media. Many horded food and toilet paper. I
myself was more worried about a shortage of brake clean and 10mm sockets!
We still had our Color tour (sponsored by Steve's European), was a great event and lots of
fun. The Christmas party which was to be at Zehnders Splash Village had to again be cancelled due to a second less intrusive but still annoying shut down due to the second wave of
Covid 19 afflicting our fine state. We may have to do the board elections via zoom or E mail.
If you wish to be on the board please contact
me or Wayne.
Hopefully things are less restrictive next year.
We intend to add a second smaller car show/
picnic and an extra come race/meeting as
well. As always we will relying on our sponsors as we hope they can rely on you.
Even though we may not have been as effective as in prior years please
remember your board is working very hard for you.
We will hope and pray that 2021 is a much more pleasent year with less
challenges. But if that is not the case we will still stand up to the challenges before us. We will still enjoy our hobbies and
remember what makes us .. us.

Events Update, Third Quarter 2020
By Merritt Scott Collins

It feels like the 12th quarter of 2020, doesn’t it? This year, just about everything went sideways.
All year long, we watched as organizers regretfully decided to postpone
summer events. Some rescheduled, others canceled outright. Those included some of the cruises and outdoor events we look forward to the most – our own Festival, the Woodward
Dream Cruise, and Cruisin’ Hines among them. No club or business wants the bad P.R. that would accompany a COVID outbreak at their event. We even decided to cancel the annual holiday party, despite finding a
location that ticked all the boxes. Unfortunately, we don’t know what’s going to happen at the end of Michigan’s current “three-week pause”. So sadly, the board decided that it was safest to pull the plug while there’s
still plenty of time to get the word out.
If there was a small silver lining in this summer, it was that that driving around in your car was still safe. Driving around in your own car with others who have similar cars was also still safe. Gathering to dine or admire
all those cars…not so much. But as the summer gave way to autumn, we saw events start up again. Hesitantly
at first, without much momentum.
– There was an unofficial gathering of VWs in our usual spot at Kerby’s for Dream Cruise.
– US131 hosted its annual Fall Bug Run.
– Vintage VWs were invited to gather on the Hill at Waterford Hills.
– Steve’s European went ahead with the annual MVVC Color Tour.
Then it was all over. Cooler weather set in, nobody wanted to spend a full day outdoors, and people made
plans to tuck their cars away. The end to a season we’d all like to forget.

On a more positive note,
– We’ve scheduled the annual Festival for the usual weekend next May. (Details TBA.)
– It can’t last forever.
Hang in there, friends. Take care of yourselves. And each other. Let’s keep that sense of community we’ve all
come to appreciate within the VW crowd.
For anyone who welcomes a reminder of better times for the VW community, here’s an anecdote of something that happened when we arranged ‘MVVC on the Hill’ in 2018. The Oakland County Sportsmen’s Club
officers and Waterford Hills officers at that time didn’t have much experience with our club. They’d just experienced some bad behavior when a different car club came out for the day, and they wanted to crack down
on car club gatherings. I told them our club isn’t full of itself. We’ll follow guidelines. We won’t drive dangerously during parade laps. VW owners pick up after themselves -- and will usually pick up after other people, too.
A few days after a couple dozen of our VWs had gathered on the Hill, I heard back from their then-president.
“You weren’t kidding,” he said. “The MVVC left the Hill better than they found it. Your club and your VWs
are welcome any time.”

Check out our club store

Get your Hoodie with the club logo on the back. They are $30.00
for sizes M, L, XL and $35.00 for 2XL, 3XL.

These are the same hoodies we currently have with
zipper front but with the color logo on the
back. The cost will be $40.00 for M, L, XL and $45.00
for 2XL, 3XL

You can also purchase a club t-shirt for $12.00 sizes S - XL
$15.00 for 2XL or 3XL

Club carry - all bag with full color club logo. $5.00

These are embroidered with a version of the club logo. $25.00

Follow this link to get to the Store.

https://www.mvvc.net/store/

"Winter Storage "

by Chris Braden

At Munk’s Motors, we usually host a fall vintage VW tech session, and at past events, we’ve demonstrated
how to put your VW to bed for the winter. This year, it isn’t smart to host a tech session in a closed space, so
the next best thing is a list of things you should consider as you winterize.
1. Change Oil and Filter
Even oil that has been under limited use holds combustion chamber by-products and moisture that has entered
through the crankcase breather. This mixture creates corrosive activity inside your dormant engine. In some
cases, this corrosion can eat away at bearing material. Also consider: many vintage cars with carb/choke systems often are subject to extended enrichment during warm up. The excess fuel that is not fully burned or expelled "slips" down the cylinder walls, thinning the protective oil film on the cylinder walls, increasing ring
wear and that excess fuel can also eventually dilute the engine oil.
2. Battery
Battery life is greatly diminished if it is not recharged regularly. As the battery sits and discharges, the sulfuric
acid in the electrolyte bonds with the lead plates inside the battery’s cells. This bonding, called sulfation, increases the battery’s internal resistance, and if left long enough on the plates, becomes brittle-, permanently
weakening the battery’s ability to create electricity from its electro-chemical activity. Charging the battery
with a professional charger on low, or using a trickle charger gently drives the sulfate off the lead plates, back
into the electrolyte, reducing the battery’s resistance, allowing the electro-chemical process to return to normal while not overtaxing the alternator’s ability to recharge the battery. Charging a battery with an alternator
can overheat and damage the alternator. Don’t do it!
3. Brake Fluid
Brake fluid is hydroscopic, which means it absorbs and retains moisture. Atmospheric moisture is introduced
through the vent cap on the master cylinder. If the brake fluid (and clutch fluid, if your clutch is hydraulically
activated) is not changed every few years, the increased moisture that is absorbed into the brake fluid causes
internal corrosion in the hydraulic brake and clutch components. This leads to fluid leaks past seals or binding
of the brake caliper pistons. If enough moisture is absorbed, it can effectively reduce the boiling point of brake
fluid, diminishing brake performance and safety.
4. Lubrication
Grease or lube everything you can, not only the suspension grease fittings, but a shot of some lube or penetrant on door, hood, trunk hinges, trunk latches, throttle linkages. Spray some rubber silicone lube on door,
trunk and hood seals. And while you are at it, silicone spray the window channel seals too, which will help
reduce wear and tear, not only on your window regulator, but also on your arms.
5. Tires
Set tire pressure and, if you are not putting your car up on jack stands, at least move (or roll) the car every few
weeks to prevent flat spotting. As tires age, flexibility diminishes, and tires are at a greater risk to be permanently ruined if left on one spot. Cracking tires are UNSAFE.
6. Start your engine
Let it warm up fully (off choke as soon as possible). Vary the RPMs — do not just let it idle. Oil pressure is at
its lowest while idling, and moving parts are exposed to metal-to-metal contact if your engine’s oil pressure is
on the weak side. Drive it if you can, at least around the block. That keeps suspension bushings, shocks,
clutch, fan belts and brake parts from taking a set, causing parts or pattern distortions or wear, rust build up on
contact/friction surfaces. Think of it like exercising: use it, or lose it.

Note: If you are not going to start the engine, at least rotate it manually so the piston rings are not sitting in the
same position of contact with the cylinder walls.
7. Fuel
Depending on what you do with the car during the winter and where you store it, options vary.
A) Fill the tank 7/8 full and add a storage stabilizer in an amount consistent with manufacturer instructions. In
this case, run the engine to get stabilizer into the carbs. Or, B) Drain all the fuel. In this case, run the engine
until the carbs are dry.
8. Cosmetic Care
A) Wash it, including underneath and inside wheel wells, anywhere dirt gets trapped.
B) Wax it.
C) Soft, breathable car cover for inside storage
D) Unfortunately, there is no such thing as “good” outside storage. Inside is always your best option for storage.
9. Service and Repair
Does your vehicle need repairs from this season’s use? Make a list while it is fresh in your mind.
Get a comprehensive Safety and Maintenance Inspection. Either do it yourself, or have one done at a garage
that is familiar with these vehicles and will provide you with a written report.
Know what your car needs. Make informed choices about what to fix on your car. Consider winter a great
time to do those repairs. That way, your car will be ready to go in the spring and you can have fun right away,
instead of waiting until the weather is nice to assess the car’s needs, only to find backordered parts and backlogged garages.

Adventures with Ally

by Dan Pierce

Ally has been getting regular usage this summer and for the most part has been on it's best behavior.
The only exception would be the sand seal leak. This leak has been driving me
pretty nuts for a while. My best guess is that there is still a ventilation issue that
causes excessive internal pressure and that causes oil to force itself past the
seal and then the lower crank pulley happily zing's the oil all over the back of the
car (Charming). The end result is that I have to clean Ally's rump every time I
park the car.

I luckily have an MST sand seal setup that while it is not doing it's intended job
(Shocker) it did not require any machining of the front of the motor so I can (and
will) return to the oil slinger setup of a stock motor (Empi laser etched pulley but stock style). I will see if that works any
better as well as looking into more breathing solutions. The bottom end is actually pretty well vented, I thought the top
was as well but I may have to reinstall an edelbrock breather I once had on the engine for this issue (it worked last time).
In other news as it is the end of the year; I have lined up a bunch of winter upgrades which I listed for your entertainment.
First on the list is a 10 point Roll Cage (real racing cage not a show cage). I have been thinking about the cage for years
as Ally is a race car that I just happen to drive alot on the street. The car has a pretty sketchy history and has a rebuilt
right A pillar (not very well done I might add) as well as lots of right front damage that was repaired by someone who is a
fan of Frankenstein's work. To be fair the car drives arrow strait at triple digit speeds which brings me back to the cage.
At times I drive Ally with extra Verve and Vigor. I never thought of myself as a reckless driver and have a pretty clean
accident record to prove it. But... I cannot ignore the usage I give the poor little car and I would like to be around to teach
my recently freshly minted Grandson (Hahaha I'm a Grandpa!) to learn how to drive. If something were to happen in the
cars current state I would probably be pretty badly injured or killed. So in the cage goes.
I purchased some new hood hinges as my old ones on the driver's side has failed and clonked me on the head (Bad Ally!) And the other side looks pretty worn as well.
I got a new German Chrome kit (Ally's third set), I seem to dent these up around every 5 years or so. I may reinstall the
running boards and may revert to the single bumper blade and Hella fog lamps (going back and forth on that one).
I got a rebuild kit for the throttle bodies. The best I can figure out is that my throttle bodies are from the late 90's, and with
the exception to some injector changes I made are all original. I have noticed that not all barrels are consistent with the
air flow and CB says it is due to a bent throttle shaft. So I will
replace all the bearings and main shafts and seals as well as
the butterfly plates. I may even look to upgrading the tunability with some air bleed screws added to the body but we will
see.

The plan is to have the fenders removed stripped of all wrap
and paint and have professionally painted as well as repainting the hood which would then be re striped. I know a guy ;)
I have a set of 17" rear rims that match my front 15's that I
have been sitting on for a bit. I may see if they fit as I mounted some used tires on them.
And I may go through some more of the wiring this winter and

see if I can simplify it even more than last year's clean up as it is still a mess of snakes under there. It all works but is far
from sanyo.
Oh and my garage lift has blown a seal and is currently leaking fluid all over my garage floor. I understand these are 1st
world problems but I am in the middle of rebuilding the hydrolic ram on the non powered leg of the lift. Nothing gets repaired untill the tools to perform the repair are repaired! It never ends..... But the lift has been a gift from the VW gods for
over 11 trouble free years. If you get old enough things break or get worn. The question is are you up to the task for repair?
I simply throw myself (and my money) at the task at hand and try not to dwell on the bother of it all. It's kinda fun to fix
things. And break things!
Till next time
Dan signing out.

The MVVC is a Chapter of the Vintage Volkswagen Club of America
(VVWCA). Members are encouraged to also join and support the VVWCA. Membership is separate from the MVVC membership. Applications for the national club may be found at : www.vvwca.com.

Contact Information for 2020 MVVC Board & Staff
Þ President — Dan Pierce
Þ Vice President — Debra Foye
Þ Treasurer — Wayne Burling
Þ Secretary — Chris Schroer
Þ Club Events — Merritt Scott-Collins
Þ Webmaster — Wayne Burling
Þ Newsletter Editor — Wayne Burling

dan@mvvc.net
debra@mvvc.net
wayne@mvvc.net
chris@mvvc.net
events@mvvc.net
webmaster@mvvc.net
newsletter@mvvc.net

The MVVC Newsletter Needs YOUR STORIES!
If you have an interesting, technical or simply entertaining story about your
vintage VW, PLEASE consider submitting your article to the Newsletter!
Also, if you have photos of any recent MVVC events or members, those are
appreciated as well! Remember the Newsletter is written
FOR YOU and BY YOU!

Next Newsletter Deadline is February 1, 2021.

Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Club
14122 Jackson Dr.
Plymouth, MI 48170
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